Development of personalized 3D implants in new shape-memory polymer materials to
improve patient care

After many years of technological development, 3D printing has shown its usefulness in the tissue
engineering sector. Since the first prothesis printed in 1999 or the first blood vessel in 2010, the
range of applications enabled by this technology in combination with polymers is promising.
3D4MED’s objective is to develop innovative 3D matrices for tissue engineering in order to rebuild,
regenerate or replace the function of defective tissues or organs. Innovation lies both on the
preparation of individualized implants with complex geometry fostering cell colonization and tissue
integration and the formulation of new biocompatible shape-memory polymers minimizing
mechanical trauma and immune rejection during and after the implantation.

Context
The aging of the population leads to a growing need for new tissue repair technologies to substitute
defect organs. Currently, tissue repair is performed either by autologous grafts or by transplantation
from deceased donors causing problems related to immune rejection. In addition, the low availability
of donor organs is no longer in line with the ever-increasing demand for tissues.
The main challenge of tissue engineering is to overcome the problems associated with organ
shortage by providing surgeons with functional substitutes developed in vitro.
The principle is based on:
The personalized development of temporary polymer matrices with minimal inflammatory issues
that would allow cell colonization within their architecture during degradation and trigger the
formation of the target tissue;
The biocompatibility of the polymers used for tissue repair;
The structural characteristics (porosity/interconnectivity of pores) as well as the mechanical
properties (elasticity/resistance) play a key role in cell development and tissue integration.

Consortium
To meet the needs of tissue engineering, 3D4Med is a collaboration constituting academic research
groups, university hospitals and SMEs active in transdisciplinary research covering materials science,
tissue engineering and medicine.
3D4Med gathers a cross-border partnership in the Interreg program France-Wallonia-Flanders which
involves major stakeholders in the field that will work closely together with a focus on areas of
personalized (bio)mechanical solutions with minimal inflammatory issues.
Innovation
In this context, the 3D4Med project will be able to create a solution through the knowledge of
materials and 3D printing, developed starting from the expertise of the consortium partners.
Through tissue engineering, it becomes possible to create personalized tissues and organs, in the
laboratory, based on autologous cells. The cells will thus be obtained from the patient, via a noninvasive technique, and integrated on support structures developed throughout the project.
With the support of 3D printing techniques, it becomes possible to develop patient-specific
structures that will provide an exact mimic of the defect tissue to be replaced.

Objectives
3D4MED’s objective is to develop innovative 3D matrices for tissue engineering in order to rebuild,
regenerate or replace the function of defect tissues or organs. Innovation lies both on the preparation
of personalized implants with complex geometry fostering cell colonization and tissue integration and
the synthesis of new biocompatible shape-memory polymers minimizing mechanical trauma and
immune rejection during and after the implantation.
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The main objective of the project is to develop biodegradable shape-memory matrices
combining structure and biologically active surfaces by 3D printing
The general concept is that the shape of shape-memory polymers can change after a
stimulus such as temperature, pH, etc. In this project, shape-memory polymers are activated
at 37°C (body temperature) to adjust their form to the defect tissue to be replaced.
A minimally invasive surgical procedure can then be performed so that the implant will
exhibit a reduced size before actuation. Biodegradable polymers with shape-memory
properties will become resorbed over time to avoid any immune response issues or potential
infection in the long term.
3D printing will make it possible to process these polymer matrices with complex and
personalized geometry which are difficult to achieve by conventional techniques while
developing objects in line with structural and mechanical requirements (porosity, rigidity…)
required for tissue engineering.

